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Preface

Once again, as with the war in Ukraine, the Western world’s corporate mainstream media
(MSM) Thought Police are hard at work behind the digital curtain spinning their one-sided
lies, yellow journalism, arrogance of power and ignorance of the plight of the Palestinians
over the past 80 years since the Nakba War in 1948. This includes Zionist settler gang
violence,  ethnic  cleansing,  Messianic  fanatics  and multitude  crimes  of  occupation  now
followed by the horrendously-unfolding current war between Hamas and Israel. 

It’s a piranha killing field frenzy, especially against the Palestinians, that continues to censor
anything and everything that attempts to speak truth to power to contradict the diatribe of
the West’s MSM’s approval of the Zionist’s ideological version of the ‘war news’ and actual
reality of what is transpiring on the ground.

It’s as nauseating as it is obscene. Yet another harsh, sobering reminder of the extent to
which Canadians and Americans, like citizen everywhere else in the so-called ‘free world’,
continue to accept the pablum they’re being force fed by the corporate press, naively
believing that all of what they’re receiving is part of an open and free democracy when just
the opposite is the case.

In 2023, the masses continue to be led down the garden path like compliant zombies,
wearing  all  manner  of  comfortable  fur-lined  handcuffs  they’ve  allowed to  be  placed  on  all
their  minds,  with slave chains of  golden bling wrapped tightly around their  every free
thought.

Now its over whatever contentious, unpleasant, unacceptable Palestinian topic goes against
the grain of the approved dictums of the “Thought Police”. The multitude of lies by the
West’s MSM around the war in Ukraine, and now the same lies around the war in Palestine
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and Israel, are two most recent examples writ large.

80 Years Ago Many Knew How the Nakba in Palestine One Day Would End

Enough is Enough! After 80 years, one human being’s lifetime, the world and Human Race
have reached another one of those milestone moments of critical mass in their sad, tragic,
pathetic evolution together upon this earth. No turning back now to the way life once was
between Israel, Palestine, Gaza and, indeed, the world at large.

Only more martyrdom and ethnic cleaning everywhere. The Human world still the same
ugly, nasty, violent place it always has been. But the haunting whisper continues to repeat,
“Never Forget The Horrors of The Nakba!”

The Palestinian people, like many humans before them, are now at that point of critical
mass in their existence that all Humans reach, as they inevitably must, once they’ve come
to that fatal tipping point where they have absolutely nothing left to lose besides their lives
and those of their loved ones. Given this situation, they will try to regain something of the
last remaining vestiges of their basic human dignity. 

So, they’ve now risen up and are resisting, at whatever the costs, the outrageously-heinous
actions of Israel and equally heinous supportive actions of its U.S. and Western allies. What
continues to unfold amounts to yet another historic Nazi Holocaust moment in the making,
another Warsaw Ghetto. This time it isn’t against Nazis in occupied Poland. It’s against
Zionists in occupied Palestine and Gaza.

 Jewish Warsaw Ghetto Freedom Fighters Marched Out for Execution (Licensed under the Public
Domain)
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But this struggle isn’t just for the Palestinians, but for all of us, because it represents the
same  basic,  defiant,  last  gasp  of  human  hope  for  help  that  continues  to  be  everywhere
heard  on  earth  by  all  those  oppressed  ones  who  find  their  own  necks  hopelessly  jammed
beneath the same bestial, Nazi-like jackboots of their oppressor.

When  Nazi  Germany’s  blitzkrieg  invaded  Poland,  kicking  off  the  onslaught  of  WWII,  it
culminated  in  the  Jewish  Warsaw  Ghetto  and  massacre  of  brave,  defiant  Jewish  Freedom
Fighters of all ages in Warsaw and millions more throughout the world.

There were no other answers for any of them in Warsaw in 1943, just as there are no other
answers for the Palestinians and the rest of us in 2023 but to throw all caution to the wind
and strike out, strike back, as futile as it may be, and resist, at all costs, the new Holocaust
being perpetrated against us all in Gaza, Palestine, Israel, Ukraine and everywhere else. 

Coming on the heels of the equally heinous war in Ukraine, it now seems highly likely that
the human crises happening everywhere in the world can only but lead to a WWIII with even
more disastrous consequences for the human race; brought about like so many other world
wars that have come and gone before, without ever any real final resolution.

God, Allah, Heaven, Help Us! Because We Humans Are Incapable of Doing It Ourselves!

One Man’s Truth Speaks Out Against All the Madness

A Jewish friend and associate recently wrote:

From the beginning of the massacre in the south I came out against the heinous crime,
but despite this I continue to receive threats and insults and accusations as if I was
responsible for it and not the government of atrocities. Why?

Because I  refuse to go with the mobs of  instigators who seek revenge and not a
solution, bloodshed and not security, humiliation and not peace. These bloodthirsty
people are driven mad by my pain for all those who were or are being killed, whoever
they were or might still be, and not only for the Jewish ones. It is my insistence on a
political solution of ending the occupation, reaching a peace that will end the violence,
which drives them crazy.

I  will  not  give  up!  I  will  continue  to  raise  my  voice  and  fight  for  the  liberation  of  the
Palestinian people from their enslavement, an enslavement which is not only a terrible
injustice but is also killing us all.

One more thing. My dear friend who was recently murdered was a proud leftist, a
supporter of my Hadash Party. I knew many of those who already have been massacred
and murdered, they were my companions and fellow activists.

I often get nasty and threatening messages for protesting such violence. “May you and
your fellows be killed by your Arab friends!”, they say. “So, you got your wish,”, I say
back, “You vile hypocrites!”

I continue in the face of so much violence to say, “Yes, to Palestinian independence! No
to War! Yes to a Just Peace! No to Violence! Yes to Equality!
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Epilogue

The Jewish people gained their freedom, independence and a new homeland from the Nazi
terror of the Holocaust by the United Nations of the world who allowed them to rape, pillage
and steal the same freedom, independence and homelands of the Palestinians.

The blood now is on their hands. It’s time now to begin to wash off some of that blood and
not spill more blood and further persecute but help the Palestinians gain back some of their
own much beloved freedom, independence and homelands from the Zionist terrorists of the
Nakba who originally stole it. 

*
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